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Eddy Solutions was launched in 2015 to solve the challenges of managing domestic 

water systems in commercial asset classes. 

Eddy offers a full-service water management technology that includes water leak 

detection, asset protection, and water conservation. Our technology continuously 

monitors the flow, temperature, and pressure conditions within the domestic water 

system, and can also detect emergency situations, protect by shutting off the water 

remotely, and provide insights on the water systems to owners, operators, engineers 

and manufacturers. 

On May 4, 2022, Eddy Solutions acquired a 100% ownership interest in Reed 

Controls Inc. ("Reed"). Reed developed a robust water management technology 

platform of hardware and software to manage water related risk and conserve water.

ABOUT eddy



1.1 TN

Gallons of water wasted yearly in

the US due to water leaks

(equivalent to 11M homes/usage annually)

2-3 BN

kW/h of electricity is 

expended pumping water 

due to leakage in the US

$1.2 BN

Of non-weather related water

damage occurs annually

70%

Of all commercial claims 

by dollar value are water 

damage related

$307k

Average insurance claim 

value due to water losses in 

construction since 2010

02WATER IS THE NEW FIRE

70% of all commercial claims are water related, and with over $1 billion in paid 

water damage commercial claims in Canada, water has become the new fire. 



03WATER PROTECTION AS A SERVICE
Full service offering powered with connected technology and suitable to any commercial asset type.

SMART METERING WATER PROTECTION
REMOTE WATER 

SHUT-OFF 

ULC LISTED 
CALL CENTREALERTS24/7 SUPPORT
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Mark Silver
Executive Chair COO and President

Sajid Khan
CFO

Boris Baril June Thomson
EVP, Sales, Marketing and 

Business Development

MANAGEMENT

Avi Yurman
Co-founder of Reed, EVP of 

Innovation of Eddy

Adam Bartman

Co-founder of Reed, EVP
Field Operations at Eddy

Avishai Moscovich

CMO of Reed, VP of Business
Development/Marketing

Management team with experience scaling service businesses.



05UNIT ECONOMICS  

Eddy’s service offerings are comprised from hardware and software, generating both one-

time and recurring revenues.

Asset type: Multi Family Residential

Location: Toronto, ON

Units: 575

Revenue: $19.64 @ 84 months = $1,650

COS: $5.90 @ 84 months = $496

Margin: $13.75 @ 84 months = $1,155



06CLIENTS & PARTNERS 

Key Customers Insurance Channel Partners 



07INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

Invested in Technology; Compelling Feature Set and Sensor Suite, Proprietary 
Technology Stack

$30M

Total Subscribers & ~ 30 MM Square Footage Protected

>24K 

 MM Backlog (Signed Deals Not Fully Deployed)

~ $25M

In Total Sales Pipeline Representing 739 Opportunities

$133M 

Sales Pipeline (Proposal/Quote and Contract stages)

$75 M

Eddy Solutions is offering a compelling investment opportunity at the intersection of multiple rapidly growing 

categories. Eddy is well positioned to capture significant growth from the proliferation of damage mitigation 

technology and monitoring systems in the built environment. 



08 eddy
 COMPETITIVE MATRIX

Shut-off Valve 
Up to 8 Inches

Temperature and 
Humidity Data

Additional End 
Point Devices

Security 
(ISO 27001)

AWWA Billing 
Grade Sub-Meter

LoRaWAN

Full Service 
(Call Centre, 

Financing, etc.)

Long Battery Life

While competition validates the market opportunity, no other solution is providing a comprehensive 
water protection as a service 



Recent News

Edenshaw's TANU Puts the Spotlight on Water 

Protection with Eddy Solutions and PCL 

Construction Partnership

Market Cap

Insider Ownership

Shares Outstanding

Options Issued 

Warrants Issued

Contingent Shares

Fully Diluted

$14.3 M

>50%

79.53 MM

4.52 MM

3.39 MM

0.75 MM

88.19 MM

Eddy Solutions and Tridel Partner for Water 

Protection as a Service in The Well, Toronto, ON 

flagship project

Eddy Solutions Announces a Master 

Service Agreement with The Daniels 

Corporation

09CAPITAL MARKETS SUMMARY

TSX.V: EDY (as of September  22, 2022)



10COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY 

1. Running a safe, efficient, responsible, and profitable business

This is the foundation of our approach, which includes having global standards, processes, 

and tools in place to manage safety, environment, and community involvement. We aim to 

continuously improve the way we operate to prevent incidents and identify, avoid where 

possible, and minimize adverse environmental and social impacts across our projects and 

facilities. We report on our performance in our annual sustainability report.

2. Sharing wider benefits where we operate

Our business is planned for the long term, which means we can be part of a community for 

decades. We help to develop local economies by creating jobs, sourcing from local 

suppliers, and paying taxes and royalties. And we proudly support community projects that 

are based on the needs of the local communities.

3. Helping to shape a more sustainable water future

In the coming decades, and in the face of growing environmental pressures, water will 

become our most precious resource. We are investing in water conservation solutions and 

technologies, like those that increase efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. And we will 

continue to contribute to the public dialogue on water, energy, and climate policy. But the 

scale of the global challenges that the world is facing is too much for one company or 

sector to resolve alone. We advocate for businesses, governments, and the public to work 

together to better shape a more sustainable future.

Same here, no?

Women in senior 
leadership positions

Operational process safety

Screenings for high-risk 
contracts for potential legal 
or regulatory red flags

Supply chain expense on 
goods and services from  
global suppliers

Investments in countries 
where GDP is less than 
$15,000 a year per person. 

Net carbon intensity

Increase in the amount 
of water conserved

Reduction in our total 
combined absolute 
greenhouse gas emissions

Formal training days for 
employees

Serious injuries and 
fatalities during working 
hours

Performance Reporting



11DISCLAIMER 

This presentation is being furnished by us on a confidential basis in connection with an offering of Eddy Solutions Inc. (“Eddy” or the “Corporation”) on a private placement basis (the “Offering”), exempt from prospectus and registration requirements under applicable 
securities laws. Delivery of this presentation to any other person or any reproduction of this presentation, in whole or in part, without Eddy’s prior written consent, is prohibited. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any 
securities by any person in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful for such person to make such an offer or solicitation. This presentation is not, and in no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, or a public offering of securities. This 
presentation is submitted on a confidential basis for use by a limited number of qualified purchasers solely in connection with the consideration of the purchase of securities of Eddy pursuant to the Offering. No person has been authorized to provide any information in 
connection with the Offering by Eddy other than the information contained in this presentation. Neither Eddy nor the agents leading the Offering (the “Agents”) take any responsibility for and can provide no assurance as to the reliability of, any other information that 
others may give you. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about the securities described herein and it is an offence to claim otherwise. The information contained in this presentation (a) is provided as at the date hereof and is subject to change 
without notice, (b) does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or desirable to fully and accurately evaluate an investment in Eddy, and (c) is not to be considered as a recommendation by Eddy, the Agents or any other person that a potential 
investor make an investment in Eddy. All dollar figures contained in this presentation are in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise stated. Any securities of the Corporation have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended 
(the "U.S. Securities Act"), or any state securities laws, and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, ''U.S. persons," as such term is defined in regulations under the U.S. Securities Act, unless an exemption from such 
registration is available.

Certain information contained in this presentation of Eddy constitutes forward-looking information or forward-looking statements (collectively, "forward-looking statements") under applicable securities laws. All statements other than statements of historical fact are 
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements typically contain words such as "anticipate", "believe", “confirms”, "continuous", "estimate", "expect", "may", "plan", "project", "should", "will", or similar words suggesting future outcomes. More specifically, 
forward-looking statements contained herein include statements with respect to: the terms of the Offering, including the intended use of proceeds; listing of Eddy’s shares on the TSX Venture Exchange, management of Eddy’s go-forward business strategy; 
management's assessment of future plans and operations including the anticipated revenue from order backlogs; the sales potential of clients; expected operating results, such as revenue growth and earnings; financial projections; development and expenditure plans 
in respect of proposed projects; the realization of emerging use cases; the increase in installation density; the future of the PropTech and InsureTech markets; the future growth of IoT solutions; and Eddy’s anticipated capital structure. 

By their nature, forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond Eddy's control, including the impact of general economic conditions, industry conditions, loss of markets, competition from other industry 
participants, the lack of availability of qualified personnel or management, incorrect assessment of the value of upcoming projects, failure to realize the anticipated benefits of the partnership with PCL Construction and the ability to access sufficient capital from internal 
and external sources. In addition to other factors and assumptions which may be identified in this presentation, assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: Eddy’s ability to complete the Offering on the proposed terms or at all; Eddy’s ability to qualify 
for listing on the TSX Venture Exchange; the general stability of the economic environment; the ability to obtain qualified staff, equipment and services in a timely and cost-efficient manner; the stability and growth of the PropTech and InsureTech markets; the ability of 
Eddy to obtain future contracts with current clients; the competitive landscape of the industry and Eddy’s ability to maintain its competitive advantage; and Eddy's ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms in the future. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list 
of factors is not exhaustive. Financial outlook and future-oriented financial information contained in this presentation about prospective financial performance or financial position is based on assumptions about future events, including economic conditions and 
proposed courses of action, based on management’s assessment of the relevant information currently available. Readers are cautioned that any such financial outlook and future-oriented financial information contained herein should not be used for purposes other than 
for which it is disclosed herein. The prospective financial information included in this presentation has been prepared by, and is the responsibility of, management and has been approved by management as of the date hereof. The Corporation and management believe 
that prospective financial information has been prepared on a reasonable basis, reflecting the best estimates and judgments, and represent, to the best of management's knowledge and opinion, the Corporation’s expected course of action. However, because this 
information is highly subjective, it should not be relied on as necessarily indicative of future results. Eddy believes that its financial analyses must be considered as a whole and that selecting portions of its analyses and the factors considered by it, without considering all 
factors and analyses together, could create a misleading view of the process underlying such financial analyses. The preparation of any financial forecast is complex and is not necessarily susceptible to partial analysis or summary description and any attempt to do so 
could lead to undue emphasis on any particular factor or analysis. Forward-looking statements, financial outlook and future-oriented financial information contained in this presentation are made as at the date of this presentation and Eddy disclaims any intent or 
obligation to update or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, financial outlook or future-oriented financial information whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as may be required by applicable securities laws.

Notice to Investors 

Forward-Looking Statements 


